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Abstract—The video presents the robot George learning visual
concepts in dialogue with a tutor.
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I NTRODUCTION

Interactive continuous learning is an important characteristic of a cognitive agent that is supposed to operate and evolve
in an everchanging environment. In the video we present an
integrated system for learning visual concepts in dialogue with
a tutor. We designed and implemented the representations and
mechanisms that are needed in such a continuous learning
process. We implemented an approach for modelling beliefs
that are created by processing visual and linguistic information.
Based on the detected knowledge gaps represented in the beliefs, the motivation and planning mechanism implements four
types of interaction for learning. The implemented mechanisms
are briefly outlined in this document and references to the
papers that contain more in-depth descriptions are also given.

Beliefs express factual information about the state of the
world. In our approach, they are relational structures that
account for the inherent uncertainty using multivariate probability distributions over properties and their values. They
are situated, anchored to a given situation, and mutually
interlinked.
The motivation management [5] monitors the beliefs and
based on them creates goals and selects which of them to pass
on to planning. The planner [6] then builds a plan to satisfy
a given goal, which is subsequently executed. In this way a
system behaviour is generated and controlled.
The system architecture is based on CAS (CoSy Architecture Schema) [7], which is essentially a distributed working
memory model. Using this architecture, a complex, distributed,
asynchronous, and heterogenuous system has been built [8] and
is presented in the video.
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II.

T HE SYSTEM

Visual processing serves to provide the object hypotheses
together with visual properties about which the system will
subsequently learn. Given that the system learns from a variety
of as yet unknown objects, we implemented a generic active
object detection and segmentation scheme that uses 2D and
3D information, exploiting the fact that objects are presented
on planar supporting surfaces [1].
The models of visual properties like colour and shape are
represented as generative models based on multivariate online
discriminative Kernel Density Estimator (odKDE) [2] and
are constructed in an online fashion from new observations.
Similarly, also the object models are learned online when the
new objects are presented to the robot [3].
Situated dialogue understanding and production is treated
as an abductive problem. Language understanding is treated as
inference to the most appropriate intention and beliefs behind
a communicative act, whereas production is inference to the
most appropriate realization of the robot’s (communicative)
intention and beliefs. Given a goal, the abductive reasoner
builds up and continually refines a set of partial defeasible
explanations of the input, conditioned on the verification of
the knowledge gaps they contain [4].
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